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Abstract

This thesis documents the design, fabrication, and testing of a planar mi-

crowave lens. The lens consists of two planar arrays of light-weight printed circuit

antennas interconnected by microstrip lines whose length varies as a function of po-

sition on the lens. Microwave energy is coupled from one face of the lens to the

other by means of a slot etched in the ground plane. At 8.0 GHz the lens is ten

wavelengths across, is less than 1/8 inch thick, and weighs less than 4 pounds. The

lens can scan a beam oxer a ±30 degree region in both the azimuth and elevation

planes. The overall lens efficiency is 56 percent. a 25 percent increase over previous

planar lens designs.
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Design and Testing of a Lightweight, Planar Microwave Lens

IL Introduction

1.1 General Issue

Microwave lenses are used in applications where highi gain and/or wide scan-

mug11 capab~ilities are required. The Department of D~efense is currently using one

or more microwave !Cflses in several of its satellite system~s. These systems include

ACTS. M ILSTAII and DSCS, One disadvantage in using a microwave lens in) a space

app~licat ion is its extreme weight. A microwave lens can weigh onl the order of 100

pounds or more. Methods which attempt to reduce lens weight. such as zoning 'I!,

also introduce undesirable effects. These effects include increased sidelobe levels due

to shadowing and reduced bandwidth, hence system performance is degraded.

1.2 Proble in S:,ttin ent

A rei-ect ion in weight of a mic-rova-ve lens is reqtilred without degradatiop of

%sl~e'hII perfortnance.

TFhis tile.,;, C-Overs the design~ and uestng of a lightwveliht liaijar ni-K-rowavi

lw'.A pix-iciis Itits de-i gned by Mc~rathi is the foundlat ion for this effort.

Iniprovemntt to tilt Mic(rathl design are miade to increaseC )Verall len), efficlicy.

.\ftvr the lens~ was designed and fabricated. thme lenis was tested for bothI radiation

cliaracterist ics anid for overall lens efficiency. Ali attenipt was made to qutantify all

loss meclianisnis encountered in t he lenis. however, thle primary emphasis was focused

onl overall lens effiriency.

A planar constrained lens ap~proach is used~ for the lens archiitecture. :\rchi-

tectIics of this type require both apertutre- and feed-side radliting elv'minents and



connecting transmission lines. Lightweight microstrip patch antennas are used as
both the aperture- and feed-side radiating elements. Varying lengths of microstrip

transmission lines are then used to feed the patch antennas. A critical element to
the success of this thesis hinged on finding an efficient means of transmitting energy
from one face of the lens to the other. Therefore, design and testing of the lens was

accomplished in two steps. First, a prototype feedthrough was designed and then

tested for insertion loss. Once an efficient feedthrough design was found, the lens
was then designed and tested. This two-step procedure eliminated much of the risk

in trying to design a lens with a high overall efficiency.

1.5 Lunitfaions

The design phase of this effort is ':mited to using existing models that appear
in literature for the characterization of microstrip transmission lines, patch antennas

and feedthroughs. An exact model for the feedthrough design does not appear in the
literature and an approximate model is used to establish a base line design. Final

feedthrough design is based on prototype tests results.

1.6 Materials and Equipment

Dielectric material used for lens fabrication was supplied by Rome Laboratory.
Lens fabrication was also accomplished at Rome Laboratory through an in-place

service contract with WVentworth Industries, Newton, Massachusetts.

Testing of the microwave lens required an antennai measul'ement range of 4.5

feet or more. with a rotating pedestal capable of handling weights of approximately
50 pounds. The Rome Laboratory antenna measurement facility at Ipswich, Mas-

sachusetts was used for lens testing.

Prototype feedthrough testing was accomplished at AFIT using an HP 8510
Automatic Network Analyzer located in Building 194.

1.7 Overricw of fh Th(sis

Chapter 2 of the thesis is a literature review. The literature review provides
background information on the topic of planar microwave lenses. Also, a brief history

of the constrained lens is presented. Chapter 3 covers the design, fabrication and
testing of the prototype feedthroughs. Chapter 4 describes the design, fabrication

1-2



and testing of the lens. Chapter 5 summarizes the work accomplished, provides
conclusions, and presents recommendations for future research.
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II. Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is intended to survey the topic of planar microwave lenses and

identify what others have done in this area. While documentation on the topic of

lenses in general is broad and covers many frequency bands, documentation on the

topic of lenses at microwave frequencies is less abundant. A planar lens further

restricts the topic, since only a few planar lenses have ever been documented. These

few papers will be the subject of this chapter and will form the starting point for this

research. The chapter is divided into two parts. First, some backgiound material

on the microwave lens, its importance, and applications will be presented. Second,

previous work on the planar microwave lens will be discussed as well as the problems

encountered and conclusions of the work.

2.2 Background

A lens in either the optical or the microwave frequency spectrum would work, in

principle, the same way. In each case, rays that travel from some wavefront, through

the lens, to the focal point, must travel an equal path length. Most often, lenses

are shaped or curved in order to provide the equal path length condition needed to

focus the energy. The closer the focal point, the thicker the lens must be. Since

microwave lenses can be as much as several hundred wavelengths across [3], a thick

lens made of standard dielectric material such as Rexolite could weigh as much as

a 100 pounds or more. An alternative to shaping the lens is to constrain energy to

travel along specific lengths of transmission line. These transmission lines could each

be varied in length to accomplish the same result as shaping the lens. A lens that

focuses energy in this way is known as a constrained lens [1]. Figure 2.1 shows the

geometry of thi- constrained lens. Here, energy is received on one face of the lens

by an array of antenna elements. Once the energy is received, the energy is then

constrained to follow specific lengths of transmission lines and is then re-radiated by

an array of antenna elements on the other face of the lens.

Constrained lenses have one distinct advantage over shaped or curved lenses

in that they can be flat on both faces of the lens. Not only can the lens be made
flat, but more importantly, the lens can be made thin. Since a thin lens would weigh

2-1
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Figure 2.1. Geometry of the Constrained Lens



less than a thick lens of the same size and material, a constrained lens would be an

optimum choice for a satellite or other space based system where weight is a primary

concern.

Microwave lenses are generally used in applications where high gain or wide
scanning capabilities are needed. A microwave lens can scan without actually moving
the lens; all that is needed is to move the feed slightly off axis and the beam of the lens

antenna scans proportionally. This feature is again important in space applications

where it is better, for momentum reasons, to move smaller objects than larger ones.

Now that the reader has been introduced to the topic of microwave lenses and
some of its applications, the topic of microwave lenses, and in particular constrained

lenses, will be discussed.

2.3 Alicro wave Lenses

The idea of a microwave lens has been around at least since 1946 [4]. For the

most part, many of the early design concepts are still valid and would still work well.
The problem with the early designs was their weight; most were made out of metal
waveguide or stacked metal plates. Even today with the use of dielectric materials

such as Rexolite, the lens can be unacceptably heavy.

One met hod of reducing weight in a lens is using a technique known as zoning

[3]. Zoning is based on the fact that electromagnetic waves are 2- periodic. By
zoning a lens, you could remove some multiple number of wavelengths of material

from the lens and still be able to focus energy as if the lens were not zoned. A zoned

lens would have a stair step appearance across th face of the lens. One problem

with zoning is that it is frequency dependent. By zoning a lens you have limited its
usable bandwidth. Another problem with a zoned lens is shadowing. which is caused

by non-uniform illumination of the lens. Shadowing occurs when the lens is scanned

off-axis and results in higher sidelobes and filled-in pat tli nulls. So. as mentioned

earlier, the optimum choice in terms of weight is the thin flat, lens or constrained

lens.

The first documentation of a thin constrained lens appears in a paper by Mc-
Grath [5]. Here, an experimental model consisting of two planar arrays of microst rip-

led patch antennas is proposed, The patch antennas would then be connected by

shorting pins as shown in Figure 2.2. It was conclud,'d that a planar lens using the
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Patch Antennas
Transmission /

Lines //

-' Dielectric

Ground Plane Shorting Pin

Figure 2.2. Microstrip Constrained Lens with Shorting Pins; Single Element

microst ri)-fed patch antenna architecture would be both lightweight, ,uid easy to fab-

ricate using photolithographic techniques., The proposed model was not tested, but

it wa. concluded that a two-degree-of-freedom lens in which positions of aperture-

and fec-bide elements are different, allows substantially better off-axis performance

than the single- degree-of-freedom design.

A later paper [6] by the same author describes th: actual des: -n and tecting of

the tuicrostrip constrained lens proposed in [5], In this microstrip lens design, small

holes slightly larger than the diameter of the shorting pins were in the ground plane

of the microstrip. as shown in Figure 2.2. The feedthrough holes were then drilled to

allow for shorting pils to'be installed. The shorting pins were then soldered to both

the aperture-side microstrip lines and the feed-side microstrip lines. Since a lens

antenna can have many hundreds of antenna elements, this shorting pin design can

be labor intensive. The shorting pin architecture resulted in an oveiall lens efficiency

of 29%. with the most significant loss mechanism attribted to the feedthrough pins.

It was concluded that the lens could focus a quality beam (i.e. not much distortion)

to ±30 degrees in both azimuth and elevation planes.
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Patch Antennas
Transmission

Line., .

Dielectric

Ground Plane Slot Coupler

Figure 2.3. Microstrip Constraine,& Lens with Slot Coupling

The most recent paper [2] on the micro ,t.rip constrained lens again uses the

microstrip patch antenna architecture but with a new feedthrough design as shown
in Figure 2.3. In the new design, energy is electromagnetically coupled from one

side of the lens to the other via a slot shaped aperture in the ground plane of tile

microstrij). This eliminates the labor-intensive drilling and soldering required in the

shorting pin design. The slot coupler design wa b.'ased on some preliminary slot

coupler test results. However, a prototype slot, coupler was not designed and tesied

prior to lens fabrication The result was a low efficiency lcns. Two lessons that
were learned from the slot coupler design were: ) , . - v. feedthrough design and

a low-loss dielectriL substrate would increase lei,!, eniciency substantially and 2) the
close proximity of microstrip transmission lines to the radiating edge of the patch

needs to be avoided in order to prevent interference between microstrip lines and

patch radiators.
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2.4 Conclusion

A thin flat lens design would be an optim,,rn choice in terms of weight. The
slot coupled microstrip constrained lens has the potential to satisfy a thin lens de-

sign criterion. The slot coupled lens world also be lightweight and easy to fabricate

using photolithographic techniques. Thf t ," a low-loss dielectric substrate would

increase lens efficiency substantially. : - determined that the microstrip con-

strained lens can focus quality bc, .- r w ;.AAely wide can angles in both the
azimuth and elevation planes. The close oximity of microstrip tranmission lines
to the radiating edge of the patch needs to ,e avoided in order to preveat interference

between microstrip lines and patch radia.
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III. Slot Coupler

3.1 Introdvction

This chapter covers the design, fabrication and testing of ,he Prototype slot

coupler used in ihe lens design. Since finding a slot coupler with minimal insertion

loss was critical to designing a lens with high overali efficiency, the slot c-upler was

designed and tested separate from the lens. In this way, a number of d' Terent slot

coupiw- desigrs could be tried at miniinal cost in time and material. The slot coupler

desig that result.ed in the -r.ilest insertion loss was then use(' in the lens design.

This two step procedure reduced risk of failure in designing a *.igh efficiency lens.

Also. by testing the slot couplers separately, loss mechanism, in thlt lot coupler
could be measured and evaluated indcpendently from the lens.

An exact model for the slc: coupler does not exist in the literature, therefore,
an approximate model is used in the slot coupler design. It should be kept in mind

throughout this chapter that the main goal of using the prototype slot coupler was

to find a slot coul ler design that would result in minimum insertion loss. It i not a

goal of this thesis to derive a new model for the slot coupler in order to accurately

predict test results.

This chapter is broken ul into four sections. First. an approximate model for

the microstrip-slot-microstrip transition is introduced along with the equleitJ used

in the slot coupier design. Each design param.eter in the model will be discusied.

including the topics of line losses and end effects. Second. fabrication o the slot

coupler is covered, including material selection and a brief description of the fabri-

caiion process. Third, the testing and results of the prototype slot coupler designs

are liscussed and the results are compared to theory. Finally. the chapter ends with

some conclu,-]Ing remarks.

3.2 Prototype Design

3.2.1 Model A diagram of the slot coupler is shown in Figure 3.1. The slot

coupler consists of two low-loss dielectric substrates sharing a common ground plan,..

Microstrip transmission lines are etched on both the top and bottom faces of the

sulbstrates and a slot is etched in the ground plane. The coupler work.s bY guiding
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Slot

Ground

Plane --------------

~Substrate

Microstrip lines

Figure 3.1. Slot Coupler

microwave energy down a specific length of microstrip transmission line, then cou-

pling the energy to a second microstrip transmission line via a slot in the ground

plane. Ideally, all the energy that is received on thw first microstrip line will be

coupled onto the second line. In reality however, a smail portion of the energy will

be reflected back onto the first line because of an impedance mismatch that. occurs

at the slot. The less cnergy that. is reflected back onto the first line. the more effi-

cient the slot design. It is the design of this slot coupler that will be covered in this

section. More discussion on efficiency (or losses) will follow.

The slot coupler is esqentially a microstrip-slot-microstrp transition. As al-

ieady mentioned, such a transition does not. appear in the literature. If. however,

this one transition is broken up into two transitions, one would see first a microstrip-

slot transition followed by a second slot-microsti;., ,ransitinn. This helps the situ-

ation, since the microstrip-slot transition does appear in the literature. Also, since

the microstrip siot and slot-mi(rostrip transition are idkntical. optimization of one

transition will result in the optimization of the second transition., In the following

development, only tOe microstrip-slot transition is treated. Two of the slot parani-
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Strip above substrate

4

Slot below substrate

Figure 3.2. Microstrip-Slot Transition

eters. however, will be changed in order to account for loading of the slotline by

the second substrate. It is the microstrip-slot transition that forms the bipsis for

modeling the microst rip-slot-microst rip transition.

A diagram of the microstrip-slot transition is shown in Figure 3.2. The transi-

tion consists of dielectric substrate with a microstrip line etched on one side of the

substrate and a slot line etched on the otlher side of the substrate. The microst rip

and slot lines cross at right angles to, and extend ab)out a quarter guide wavelength

beyond, each other.

An equivalent circuit for- the iicrostri p- slot iratisit ion is giveni hy lKnorr 17].
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.3 where

Z = slot impedance,

OI= electrical length of slot stub,

X,,, reactance of shorted stub.

=.1 microstrip imp~edance,

.3-.3
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x siz
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Figure 3.3. Equivalent Circuit for the Microstrip-Slot Transition
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0., = electrical length of microstrip stub,

C0 = equivalent capacitance of open microstrip.

The transformer ratio, it, is determined from knowledge of slotline field com-

ponents. In the approximate analysis reported by Knorr [7], n is defined as

n cos 27r--u]- cot qo sin [27r U] (3.1)

with 2iruh
qo = -x1  + tan-'[u/v] (3.2)

r = - A, (3.3)

V = [('O', (3.4)

where A, is the slc.. wavelength, h is the thickness and cr is the relative dielectric

constant of the su. strate.

From inspection of the circuit in Figure 3.3, it is seen that one can obtain a

perfect match at a given frequency by making

Z,."
Z., Z'2 (3.5)

B = -0 (3.6)

01 (3.7)

where B,,' is the snsceptance looking into the shorted slot stub and X;'' is the

reactance looking into the open-circuited microstrip stub.

With the basic model for the microstrip-slot transition now defined, the follow-

ing subsections will be devoted to determining the parameters Z,.,, Zj. O,. 0,,,,. A .

3.2.2 M.1icrosrip Line Microstrip transmission lines have been weil docu-

mented and tested. There are also many computer-aided design packages available
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for determining the correct microstrip line width for a given set of substrate parame-

ters and characteristic impedance. One program that the author has been successful

with, which takes into account such things as conductor thickness and effective di-

electric constant, appears in a Rome Laboratory Technical Report [8]. The program
is written in FORTRAN, and is based on microstrip design equations found in [9].

The equations are repeated here for completeness.

Z 2s = In 2 7 + 0 .25 -e 1 (W/h < 1) (3.8)

- rL + 1.393 +0.667 In + 1.4 44  (W/Wh> 1) (3.9)

where

h -h + - 4l - (¥h l/W (.0

h - h + 2 h lhn (Wl/h <1/2;r) (3.10)

wr = l 1.251t (I I h (147h > 1/2;.-) (3.11)

+ F(l1'h) - C (3.12)

in which

C, I=1 (:3.13)
4.6

F'(1/h) = (1 4- 121i/W")- 12 + 0.040 - ti/I,)2  ('/ 1 h < 1) (3.14)

F(1l/h) = (I + 12,/1")- /
2  (11"/I, > 1) (3.1-5)
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In the above equations, t is the thickness of the conductor, W is the width

of the microstrip line and n = 1207r ohms. The effect of conductor thickness is

insignificant for t/h < 0.005,2 < c, < 10 and W/h > 0.1. However, the effect of
conductor thickness is significant on conductor loss in the microstrip line.

Calculation of thc microstrip stub length 0m, is based on the effective dielectric

constant cr computed above.

GinS =A- (3.16)

3.2.3 Microstrip Losses One thing that will Have to be accounted for when
calculating the overall loss in the lens design is the loss due to attenuation in the

microstrip line. Microstrip line has two primary types of loss associated with it,
conductor loss a, and dielectric loss ad. The total loss aT is equal to the sum of

the two: aT = a, + a. The dielectric loss is generally small when compared with

conductor loss on dielectric substrates. Closed form equations for calculating a, and

ad expressed in dB per unit length are given by [9]:

1.38A R, 32-(W/h) 2  (VV/ h < 1)

(cc hZ, 32+(Wile/h) 2  -1 (3.17)6. 1x0-5 Aoez-e[1- h+ 667M,/h ]I lh>J
6. xl-S [lh / W,/11+1.444, M 1

and and4.3477a , (14/h < 1)
'ad = vcr("-l) -(3.18)

27.3 Cr Cr-1I tant5 (1, 1h )

where

A = 1 + h [1 + 12 In2 (3.19)

R. = (:11 f Po/p1 (3.20)

and
B h (141/h <

B - ' (-/h (3.21)
2rW (7h > 2--)
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In th abv eqaios p, is th reisivt of t ...rpcndco .po is t, permi

Y

T

S xS

Figure 3.4. Slotline Geometry

In the above equations, pc is the resistivity of the strip conductor. ;t0 is the permi-

tivity of free space, o, = woE,. tan 6 is the conductivity of the dielectric substrate and

tan 6 the loss tangent. The remaining parameters are as before.

3.2.4 Slotline Most papers on the topic of slotline only treat slotline used in

the conventional sense, that is, with the slotline etched on top of the substrate. How-

ever, in the microstrip-slot-microstrip transition. the slotline is sandwiched between

two substrates. The geometry for the sandwiched slotline is shown in Figure 3.4.

Here, two conducting strips of width IV are separated by slot width .5, and are

enibedded between two dielectric substrates ti thickness T.

A recent paper by Lee [101 that treats sandwiched slotline and is general in

nature was the foundation for the calculation of the slot parameters ZI and A,. The

paper first solves the Green's function for a pair of filament sources embedded in

a dielectric substrate. The Green's function was then used to construct the tota.l

potential arising from two conducting strips embedded in a substrate. Then the

surface charge density on the conducting strips is found by using a moment method
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and imposing the source condition (equal potential) on the conductors. Using Lee's

equations, the total charge Q is then

N N N

Q= q, = EC~jV (3.22)
j=1 j=l i=l

where

[Cij] = [P:,]-' (3.23)

=3 1 x' + xi + co- sin k,-xi sin kxj
27 j c j + xj J k(f_ f 2 e-2k,) ×

[,+e - 2k(T - yo) + 2,-e - 2k 2' + +e- 2kyo°dkz (3.24)

With Q determined, the unit capacitance of the slotline is computed by

c , _ Q 1 N  N

S- EEc (3.25)
2V 2j--1 i--1

The factor 2 accounts for the fact that the two strips are charged to plus and

minus V volts with a difference of 2V volts. From this capacitance the characteristic

impedance, wavelength and effective dielectric constant can be computed by

ZI = (Co/C')1/ 2Zo (3.26)

A, = (Co/(")1/ 2Ao (3.27)

Eff = C'/Co (3.28)

where Z0 and ('O are the characleristic impedance and unit capacitance of the slotline

when there is no dielectric loading of the substrate, and Zo = (coCo)-,, with Co being

the speed of lighlt in free space. In the moment method above, delta functions are
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used as the basis and test functions. For prototype calculations, the strip was divided

into 60 segments, and the integral was truncated at a finite point. It was found that

a wavenumber of 8000 for k is more than adequate to yeild an accurate solution.

When i = j in the above equations, it is necessary to offset xi slightly to avoid

the singularity in the logarithmic term. The author used an offset of 1m for slot

calculations.

3.2.5 End Effects Because an open-ended microstrip line has fringing fields

that extend beyond the conductor itself, a length extension is required to account for

the apparent increase in electrical length due to an open-ended stub. Hammerstad

gives a good approximation for the apparent length extension as [11]:

= 0.412h (e, + 0.3) (W/h + 0.264)
(r -0.258) (W/h + 0.8)

With all the microstrip parameters Zms,Om, and length extension Al deter-

mined, the next step is to look at losses in the microstrip line.

As in the case of an open-ended microstrip line, a shorted slotline also requires

a length correction due to currents that flow around the end of the slot. The result is

stored magnetic energy just beyond the termination which give rise to an inductive

reactance. The end effect is significant and the electrical length 0,1 of the slot can be

as much as 0.1 A, greater than the physical length of the slot [12]. Since a slot coupler

has two shorted ends this effect is doubled. While there are no analytical results [9]

for evaluating the shorted discontinuity, there is a limited amount of experimental

rebults available [121. Parametric curves of [12] are used to determine the slot length

extension 2\,i. Once Al, is determined, the following equation is used to determine

the physical slot, length SL.

SL= - 2Al (3.30)

•3..3 Fabrication

•3,3.1 Fabrication Process Slot coupler fabrication consists of a three-step

process. First. a computer pen-plot is generated of the circuit layout. A liquid

ink pen plotter with a paper handling capability that is at least twice the size of

the circuit is preferred. Often, a pen-plot is generated that is two to four times
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larger than the actual circuit. The pen-plot will later be photographically reduced
to desired size. This method helps reduce errors in the plot due to inaccuracies of the
plotter itself. Second, the pen-plot is taken to the photolab, where a photographic

negative is taken of the plot. The negative produced (also known as the mask) should

be reduced to the desired size. Finally, the mask and a piece of copper-cladded

substrate are sent out to a foundry where portions of the copper are chemically
removed from the substrate. Etching was accomplished at Wentworth Industries,

Newton MA, through a service contract with Rome Laboratory.

The slot coupler is a multiple layer design with a single ground plane (which
contains the slots) sandwiched between two substrates. Generally, substrates are
purchased with copper cladding on both sides of the substrate. In order to make

alignment of the layers simpler, one substrate has its copper cladding totally removed

from one of its faces during fabrica.ion. The layers are then epoxied together using

a two part conducting epoxy that cures at room temperature. The brand of epoxy

used for both the prototype slot couplers and the lens was a silver-based conducting-

epoxy made by Epoxy Technology Inc., Billerica MA, part number H20E. The epoxy
was spread thinly using a razor blade and was allowed to cure for ten days at room

temperature.

3.3.2 Prototype Slot Coupler Layout The substrate used for both slot coupler

designs and lens fabrication was 0.05 inch thick RT Duroid with 1/2 ounce copper
cladding. The substrate has a relative dielectric constant C, = 6.0 and a loss tangent

avb = 0.0027. The substrate was available in 20 by 20 inch sheets. This substrate
was selected for both its low-loss properties, its relatively high dielectric constant

and its availability. Choosing a substrate with a higher dielectric constant means
both smaller microstrip line widths and patch antenna dimensions as compared to a
more common Er = 2.5 material. These smaller dimensions will be important later
when laying out the lens, as patch antennas, slot couplers and inicrostrip lines all

colil)et( for the same area on the surface of the substiate. For the reason of reduced

line width, an 80f nicrostrip line will be used to feed patch antennas in the lens

rather than the standard 50fQ line. For example, an 80fM line has a width of 0.0235

inches on the mentioned substrate. This is about 1/3 the microstrip line width used
in previous lens designs [2], [6].

Eight prototype slot couplers were designed and fabricated. Each slot coupler
consisted of two, 2 by 2.5 inch substrates. Each substrate had a 80 microstrip
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line etched on one surface of them, and as already mentioned, one of the substrates

had its ground plane totally removed. The other substrate had a slot etched into

its ground plane. Flange mount jack-tab connectors were then soldered to one end

of the microstrip line in order to provide the interface be ,Veen microstrip line and

test equipment. Since an SMA jack-tab connector has an impedance of 50f9, a 63Q

quarterwave traasformer was then used to match the jack-tab connector to the 80

microstrip line. The jack-tab connectors have a tab width of 0.02 inches and can
be purchased through Omni Spectra, P/N 2052-5636-00. Microstrip line dimensions

were exactly the same for all eight slot couplers, the only difference between tue eight

candidates were the dimensions of the slots which will be listed in Section 3.4.2.

3.4 Testing

3.4.1 Calibration and Set-up It was not possible to calibrate the HP 8510

Automatic Network Analyzer up to the SMA jack-tab connectors. Since only a 7mm

calibration kit was available, calibration was only possible to the ends of the 7mm

test cables. Four adapters (two on each port) were then required to mate the female

SMA jack-tab connectors on the unit under test to the 7mm test cables. Because of

this, the actual insertion loss will be less than what was measured. The test set up

is shown in Figure 3.5.

3.4.2 Measurem cnts The slot couplers were then tested for insertion loss in

the 7.5 to 8.5 GHz frequency band. A time-domain measurement was also made to

see, on a relative scale, where major reflections were coming from. The slot coupler

with the lowest insertion loss was then chosen for the lens design. All insertion loss

measurements were made on an HP 8510 Automatic Network Analyzer. Figure 3.6

shows the insertion loss measurement for the slot coupler that was chosen for the lens

design. The slot has a length of 0.346 inches and a width of 0.03 inches. It can be

seen in Figure 3.6 that, the insertion loss varies between 1.2 and 1.9 dB over the 7.5

to 8.5 GlIz band. with about 1.6 dB insertion loss at the 8.0 GHz design frequency.

Kee) in mind that this measurement includes both losses due to attenuation in the

microstrip line, and the extra hardware used in the calibration. A theoretical plot

generated from the model developed in Section 3.2.1 is shown in Figure 3.7. The

inlod(l predicts an insertion loss of about, 0.93 d13 at the 8.0 (llz des;gin frequency.

If we take into account that more insertion loss will he added to this value because
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__________________ I SMA(male) to
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Figure 3.5 . Setup for Testing the Prototype Slot Couplers
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Figure 3.6. Insertion Loss, SL=0.346 Inches, SW=0.03 Inches
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Candidate [Sot Length [Slot Width Theory Measured
# SL(inches) SW(inches) (dB) (dB)

1 0.346 0.03 0.9 1.6
2 0.390 0.03 0.7 2.3
3 0.433 0.03 1.2 3.1
4 0.425 0.02 1.6 3.4
5 0.340 0.02 1.8 1.6
6 0.412 0.02 2.5 2.8
7 0.371 0.01 2.5 2.2
8 0.330 0.01 3.0 1.8

Table 3.1. Measured Insertion Loss vs Theory on Candidate Slot Couplers at 8.0
GHz

of line loss and -xtra hardware, the model seems to reasonably predict measured

results for candidate #1 slot. In Table 3.1 we see that the model does fall apart

somewhat on some of the other candidate slots. For example, the difference between

the theoretical and measured insertion loss for ca, didate slot #3 is 1.9 dB.

One thing that did stand out about the measured data was that the slots with

shorter physical lengths (and hence shorter electrical lengths) had lower measured

insertion losses than the slots with longer physical lengths. The slots with the low-

est measured insertion loss (candidates #1, #5. and #8) all had electrical lengths

(including fringing) in the 0.400, - 0.440A, range, while the slots with the highest

insertion losses (such as candidates #3. #4 and #6) had electrical lengths in the

0.494A - 0.528.\, range. Hence. future slot coupler designs should have slots whose

electrical lengths fall in the 0.400A, - 0.440A, range.

Note the theoretical insertion loss column of Table 3.1 suggests a slot o. width

0.03 inches should have a lower insertion loss than a slot of width 0.01 inches. Also,

the insertion loss should not be strongly dependent on slot length. A slot of width

0.03 inches was in fact chosen for the lens design, however, measured data supports

a stronger dependence on slot length than slot width.

The remaining seven measurements are all similar to Figure 3.6 varying only

in relatve amplitude. The read'r is referred to Appendix A for the remaining seven

insert ion loss measurements. One characteristic common to all seven plots was the

slow oscillat ion of insertion loss between its maximum and mininmun value. In all
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Figure 3.7, Theoretical Insertion Loss for SL=0.346 Iches, SW=0.03 Inches
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seven plots, minimum insertion loss occurred around 7.5 GHz and the maximum

insertion loss occurred around 8.2 0Hz. Since the only difference between the eight

measurements were the dimensions of the slot, moving the minimum insertion loss

level fromn the 7.5 0Hz to the 8 GHz design frequency might be possible by changing

the microstrip stub length, since slot dimensions seemed to have no effect on shifting
the minimum insertion loss position. It is also possible that the slow oscillation

is an interference pattern caused by three dominant reflection points. These three

reflection points are shown in the time domain measurement.

A time-domain reflection measurement was performed on the slot with dimen-

sionb SL =0.346 ,inches and SW = 0.03 inches; the results are shown in Figure 3.8.
Since reflection mieasuremients require only one port, the second port. was terminate(]

with a .50-Q load.

Signiificanit points in Figure 3.8 are as follows. Point 1 is where a tiansition is
madle from the .50.Q Jack-tab to microstrip line. Point 2 is where the microstrip-slot.-

microstrip transitioni is made. Point 3 is where the microstrip to jack-tab Connection

is m-adle andl terminated with a 509. load. Points 1 and 3 were precisely identified

by loosening the connector slightly and observing the rise in reflection at that point.

Byv comparing thle relative amp~litudes of the three points we see that the miicrosi rip-

slot -"iiotrp tranition is only slightly worse than the twvo microst ri-p-jark tab

trawi;'( oir'. It hlas beenl thle authors experience that a well soldered jack-t ab typically
has anl in~erl ion loss, in thle neighborhood of 0.3 dl.

p\jrototype slot Coup~ler was successfully designed. fabi icatced. and lest(,(].

Iotal iiisrt iol l6s throughl thle slot c:oup~ler. Including attenuat ion in the iniici ost rip1

line and ointrextra calibratilon hardware. was 1.6 d1 at thie&O. (;llz design frequency.

I t wva, dlet i1-i1 ni ned t hlat m ore op1)1 i iza t ion1 m1ax be poss,.ible Iv clIn Ii g I h g I liw - 11 h ros t I'1

sill) leliui h. Also. a slot with all electrical length (including fringing) inI thle 0.4OOA. -

D1. 110 \. llge selui to bec opt iniin in termis of insert ion lo's foi thle jnici o't ri p-,lo

mi1crost rip transition.

'I III, wi, I lie. first Ilie that a mlodel for thle liiicrtst ripj-lot -iiii) :1p ianiii

ha' u.; dleiciiienti~d. Th'lis MWdel was ii.e5ul III p)iedic1It ing ;.,II1 iuieasmiie 1ns1,on :,

r'41'iii: . I he' iinodl seeiiid to work rea'ohlail\ xe-il for soilie ltc Ii1ai w'er( t e'l.;
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but was off by as much as 1.9 dB on one other slot that was tested. For this reason,
it is s-uggested that the model be used only in baseline designs until a more accurate

model is found.
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IV. Lens

4.1 Introductionz

This chapter covers the design and testing of the planar microwave lens. The

chapter is divided into four sections. The first section dnlcusses the dlesign equations

used in determining the patch antenna dimensions and transmission line lengths.

The second section discusses the fabrication of the lens. This discussion includes

the strategy for laying out the patch antenna., and the transmission lines,. as well as

a strategy for selecting a polarization for aperture- and feed-side antenna elemnents.

Thle third section covers the testing of thle lens design. Here. b)oth on-axis radiation

patterns of the lens will be presented. along with radiation p~atterns taken with the

feed nioved to various scan angles. The third section endis with a dletermination of

overall lens efficiency. Finally, the chapter enids with sonmc concluding remarks.

4.2 Lcns Df-sigii

4.2.1 Patch Antennas Patch antennas were used as the radliating element,

of the microwave lens because thley- are lig;ht ]in weight . highly efficient. and easy to

fabricate. Thoy have svmtnmetric co:. 0 radlai ion p~atterns and are eas-' I arrayed. One

disavant.~eof using the patch antennta is it s tuat row balnwidth, which is tyvpicall-

onl the ordecr of a few percent. This will not b~e a problemn for thi II.t liesi-s. but could

be a liniti ug fact or :In somne letns app'licat ions reqnring a wider bandwidt h.

'I WO t litus were decidled upoi; earl% in Itti s d"in. i.va:, the( resolnt

ft le'uucv of t li pat ch. I'or this thesis, anl S.0 (11z patclh waN use-d so that lens

pefin~lance coutld he comjparfll to I hIri u lens des-igms of '2 - an'f; St ()III

Was 11l4e inlpuit IljpedlaInce to thle pktch. For reasons t hat wiil be explained later. atl

,0!? f-et lhne xvo uu".d. Tule follow:il a . :.pl~hM b i the'ii qa os;s

inl det eriinilg thle pat ch aineigions.

F'eeditig a pat c'- antenina is nlot A!. eamy a.- Sinmply at taclan a t ratusin-sionu line

toq thle edge ,of the patch. This i- because the Itnput impedance of a rectangular Patch

ant enul;a 'all Ile ;Is- high as 3109 when fed fr-nm t he d~e_ 'I iiu,. InI order tCo tItl ch

tt!. t I~*itutPedu:uCV Of Owh patr cI I t rumsit iea j*IatI;";%(

is i ~ Iicai[ usvd. A ii altena: ixe iq. using a t ran!4 -rer Is tI Ow~ i feed "in
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Figure 4.1. Inset Feed Patch Antenna

on a pat antenna in toward the center of the patch, where a much lower input

impedance can be obtained. This is the idea behind the inset feed patch antenna.

An in,,et feed rectangular patch antenna is shown in Figure 4.1. The rectangular

patch has length b and width a. Note that the feed point has been moved inward
from the patch edge by etching two slots, of length d and width s, parallel to the

miciostrip feed line. \With the use of the inset feed patch antenna we can connect

the microstrip line of width tw directly to the rectangular patch without the use of a

cIuart erwave transformer.

A simple but accurate transmission line model [131 is then used to determine

the input impedance of an inset feed patch antenna. In the transmission line model,
the radiating edges ol the patch are modeled as two slots, radiating into free space,
separated by a section of microstrip line. By determining the impedance of the slots

and then refering the slot impedances back to the feed point., we can determine
the input impedance of the patch antenna. The transmission line model is shown in

Figure 4.2. Since the following equations involve a parallel network, it is simpler to
work with slot admittances rather than slot impedances. The transmission line model

has front slot, ad:--:ttance VI and rear slot admittance V 2 . The slot admittances YA
and )',, are located at distances d and (b - d) respectively from the feed point. By

adding the two referred admittances 11 and Y2, the following expression for input
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Figuic 4.2. Transmission Line Model for the Patch Antenna
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admittance Y is obtained:

Y, Y, + Y2  (4.1)

where

Y= x, + Ypi i = 1,2 (4.2)

YC. - Y i
,- Yc + Y i =,2 (4.3)

with
=t = Le + 1.393 + 0.667 In + 1.444 (4.4)

no h

Y ,-(a - [1 2 + a - 2w h-21n(kh)I o

S + 3 - [3.135 - 2In (h)] _< 0.1 (4.6)

a,= a + 1.25t [1 +ln (a.) ( (4.7)

X1 = kd/ , + kAl (4.8)

X2 = k(b- d)V/V- + kA1 (4.9)

hl(-paranieteis AL. o, h. 1, and , were defined in Chapter 3, and k =

2,/A0 . To determine the correct patch dimensions for a given resonant frequency,

the following procedure is used [13]:

a. Compute an approximate patch length b for the desired resonant frequency

using 1) = 0.49Ao/\/c. Choose a patch width a = 0.65Ao/\fi7. Choosing these

patch dimensions will yield an aspect ratio of a/b , 1.3, which will help suppress

higher order modes in the patch and will produce a patch that radiates with almost

100 peicent efficiency. The parameter s is chosen to equal w/2 simply for practical

reasons and does not appear explicitly in the model.
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Parameter Dimension

I (inches)
a 0.382
b 0.278
d 0.098
s 0.024

Table 4.1. Patch Antenna Dimensions

b. Make an initial guess at the real part of the patch edge impedance. This

will be the same value as the impedance of the microstrip line feeding the patch.

Compute the admittance of the main patch section Y.

c. Compute Al and slot admittances 1',1,,2.

d. Equation 4.1 is then iterated with successive values of b and d until the imag-

inary part of the input impedance is zero, and the real part of the input impedance

is equal to the impedance of the microstrip feed line.

Table 4.1 lists the patch antenna dimensions used in the lens design. With the

design of the patch antennas complete, the next step is to determine the path length

equations for the lens.

4.2.2 Path Length Equation.s The geometry for a two-dimensional lens is

shown in Figure 4.3. The lens has focal length F and arbitrary thickness W0 . Note

that apertire anteniia elements are displaced a dibtancc r frlom the focal axis : and

the feed antenna elements are displaced a distance p, where r and p are not necessarily

the sanie distance. The feed- and aperture-side elements are connected by a transniis-

sion line of electrical length 14'. The following equations were derived for the general

case of when the focal points are located at points (y., z) = (-FcosOo, ±Fsin 0o) off

lhe focal axis [14]. The location of the feed side elements in terms of the apertuire

side- elemnents is given by:

[F 2 - r 2 sin 2  4.1/0
p = ,"1. F 2 -. 2 (4.10)
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The expression for the electrical line length W is then:

1 [,2 + 2 0o1/2 _ 1[ 2 2 1psn~~/2  (4.11)
W41 = F+ Wo - 1 [F -p2-2pFsinoj - [F2+P +2pFsInOO (

This particular lens design uses two geometric degrees of freedom: the first in

the length of transmission line connecting feed- and aperture-side elements; and the
second in the different radial displacement of the aperture- and feed-side antenna

elements. The second degree of freedom is applied in order to give the lens good

wide angle focusing [6].

For a three dimensional lens design, Equations 4.10 and 4.11 remain the same,

but 7- and p are now the radial coordinates for the aperture and feed sides respectively.

In the 2-D case, r and p were the radial displacement along a linear axis, whereas

in the 3-D case, they are the radial displacement throughout a plane. It is pointed
out in [6] that for a three-dimensional lens design, the best choice for the focal angle

is 00 = 0. which will form a single on axis focal point. McGrath [2] states that this

choice of focal angle will yield the largest scan region for any given maximum path

length error. Path length en or is a common indicator of the scanning performance

of the lens. Therefore, a single on-axis focal point was chosen for the lens design.

4.3 Lis f', brication

Lens fabrication followed the same three step l)roceduie outlined in Chapter

3 for the prototype slot coupler fabrication. The only difference is that now we are

working \itI hunmdeds of slot couplers, niciostrip lines, and )pat(h antennas. low
we diooe to lay out all tliese elements on the substiate will he an important part

of the lens design process. One of the fimst things to decide in laying out a lens is

choosing tle array lattice for ilie aperture-side antenna chenicits. On one hand. we

would like -as wide an inter-element spacing as possible to help ease in the layout of

plcil aiitelilas. micirostrip transiission lines and slot couplers. lhowever, sinc' our

lens will hw'.scanned oul to ±30 degrees. grating lobes could be a prollem if t lie inter-

clement spacing is too wide. Fo' the lens design an equilateral triangular lktice with

inter-element spacing of 0.74,A\ was selected for the aperture-side antenna -,lments.

T['his was the spacing used in [2]. and hapl)ens t.o b i lie lattice Ihal vielde. Ihe widest

illt ei -ele nt spacing wilhout IIIe appeatance of graling lobes in the ±30 (egree

region. Feed-side ante'nnla eleineilts will Ilen be a funlion of p as iil Equation 1.10.
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There are a total of 199 patch antennas on both the aperture and the feed sides of

the lens.

Overall diameter of the apc-rture side of the lens was 15.4 inches as measured

to the centers of the outermost elements. The diameter of the feed side array will

be closer to 16.0 inches since feed-side elements are radially displaced outward from

the aperture-side elements. The maximum size mask that could be generated at the
photo lab was 17.0 inches and was the limiting value in the overall lens diameter. But

even without this mask constraint, lens diameter was constrained to be less than 20

inches since the substrate selected was only available in 20 by 20 inch sheets. Overall,

the lens is 0.10 inch thick and weighs about 4 pounds.

One significant change in this lens design over the two previous designs [2], [6] is
the layout of the aperture-side elements relative to the feed-side elements. In [2] and
[6] an aperture-side patch antenna would be connected to a feed-side patch which was

located almost directly behind it (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3), This architecture resulted
in qeveral problems. First. microstrip lines were running too close to the radiating

edge of the patch antennas, causing mutual coupling and interference between patch
antennas and microstrip lines. Second. because of the cramped area in which to

layout microstrip lines, slot couplers v ere crossing underneath microstrip lines at

more than one point along the line.

In the new lens design, instead of an aperture-side element being connected

to a feed-side elelment which is located direct l. behind it (refer to Figures 2.2 and

2.:3), an aperture-side element is connected to a feed-side element that is located
diagonall y to it. The result is less competition for the same area in the layout of

patch antenias. slot couplers. anld i-icrostrip lines.

Figure 4.4 shows how the new lens architecture would look. The drawing

is shown to scale and represents how a typical aperture/feed-side antenna element
is positioined on the lens, one pat(h antenna iela lixe to the other. Also shown is

the microstrip feed lines and slot coupler. Aperture- and feed-side patch antennas

dimenslios are listed in Table -1.1. The feed through slot is 0.03 by 0.346 inches.

Keep in mind that the location of feed-side antenna elements and microstrip line

lengt lhs arl' a function of positioii on the lens. so that the relative distance between
the patch ait,".11as shown in Figlre ,1.,1 will vay sonliewhat wit h each pailr of anut enna
'elements un t lie lens.
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Figwure .1 4. New L.ens Architecture
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In general. slots were located half way between the aperture-side and the con-

necting feed-side antenna element in the horizontal direction and about 0.3 inches

above the feed-side elements in the vertical direction. The majority of the differential
p)ath length used in focusing the energy is accomplished in the microstrip lines on the

aperture-side of the lens. Microstrip lines on the feed-side were almost of identical
length, varying only enough to extend past the changing slot location.

A final change to the architectures of [2], [6] is the polarization of the lens. In
the previous designs, both the aperture and feed side patch antennas were polarized
in the same direction. This meant that the unfocused energy that was spilled over

the lers was interfering with the focused energy coming through the lens. The result
wvas a dlegradation inl the radiation pattern. In the new design, feed-side antenna
elements are cross-polarized to the aperture-side elements. the result is a better

focused beaml.

All milcrostril) lines were 0.023.5 inches wide and a 90 degree bend of radius=

0.10 inche-s was used in the routing of all microstrip lines. Exactly three of these

90 degiee bends (two onl the aperture-side and one onl the feed-side) were used
hroughiout the lens in connecting each apei :ire/feed-side pair.

Lens testinlug was accomplished over a five dlax. lperod at the Rome Laboratory

atitenjia Ineasurviiieiit facility'. I pswvich MIA. The facility has a 1/2-mile range with a

0 foot dishl used a thle t ianSmlitt ing anlteina. The lens waS mounteMd ill the fixtilure

,hitwit i n igitt 1.5. The fixt ure allows fo the lens5 to be Illotiftedl qolly\ to thle

1(platil tunIm t ioiier Ti unitabl1e. while, the feed (anl be scanned ilu) to ±30 (legi (ps off

11"aN, of fihe lenls. Thie feed can be also moved along the boom support to rhange

fOCd l('uit Ii. Duing all pat tern measurements. a shroud (lined w-.ith absorber) was

piaced ((I i 't leg'Ion bet ween t he feed horn-1 atnd t he fln, to prevent 5Jpi Ilover1 asnd

"Irw ra adiation t hat mtight corrupt pat tern ineasi ien i(iii s.

4.4 1 IM linf1% JIlle first ineasiiremwnt mnade on thli len, weir J' plante

piouei cuts. It was dis covervd. a fte ihe F"-plane patterns wer takent. that thle

f(Cc'I 'P' eWa t-en ha art ax v iteuits were tiot mon tit ed pnc( isely itt thle rente i of t lie

leti'~. tioti u ixt ire Tisk caulsed the feed hornI to he l)osit jojied slight ly if file

flal P();Ill (f lhe Iene'. re'lt jung Ill a slightl lv efoclised beani. HIl, prollcti ~a,
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corrected before the H-plane measurements were made but there was not enough

time to retake the E-plane patterns. Changing the set up between the E- and H-

plane pattern cuts required removing the shroud, removing the lens from the fixture,

rotating the lens, rotating the transmitter dish and then reassembling everything.

All pattern cuts including the off-axis patterns were made with the feed located 40

inches from the lens. In other words, there was no refocusing of the feed as the feed

was moved off-axis.

Figure 4.6 shows the measured E-plane pattern of the lens. The pattern is

reasonably well focused as evidenced by the well shaped main beam, the depth

of the first nulls and the symmetry of the first side lobes. A theoretical antenna

pattern is shown in Figure 4.7 for comparison. The theoretical pattern was Iased on

an array of 199 uniformly illuminated elements placed in a equilateral triangular grid

with 0.74A0 spacing. From this figure, it is seen that the array should have a half

power beam width (IPB\V) of 5.2 degrees and should have side lobe levels around

-17 dB. The measured HPBW was 6.0 degrees and side lobe levels are in the 12-15

dB range. Broadening of the main beam is partially due to the edge taper anld the

de-focusing caused by the misalignment of the feed horn. E-plane patterns of the

previous lens design are shown in Figure 4.8 for comparison. Keep in mind that a

different feed horn (one with a higher gain) was used in the previous lens desigln so

side lobe levels will be lower for the previous lens design. By comparing Figure -1.0

to Fligii I .$. it is seen that the radiation patterns are much more s.v-,imet mi in tfli

new lens design than in the previous lens design. First side lobe levels ar- abou :3

d1B apart in the new lens design. whereas they are about 16 (113 apart in the prev'iou.

lens design. As the beam is scanned off-axis in the previous design. ev'en the maili

beam starts to bec'ome distorted. It should be pointed out that in the previous lens

testing. fihe le., was refocused as the feed was moved to the various scan angles and

should result in a better focused pattern than a lens that was not refocused. In the

following radiation patterns the lens was not refocused at the different scan angles

biut still achieved as good a pattern as the previous lens design with refocusing.

It is felt that the improved patterns are due to the increased spacing between the

microstrip transmission lines and the radiating edge of the patch antennas. Also. by

increasing tle efficiency of the feedthrolgh. there is most likely result it, lv.s, stray

radiation eiianat hig the feedlt hrough point .

Firuir, .l. -1.10. and .1.11 show tle E-plane cuts of tile lens willh the fe',l
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moved off-axis by 10, 20 and 30 degrees respectively. Note there is a slight decrease

in antenna gain and a slight broadening of the main beam as the feed is scanned,

The usual cosO scanning loss is contributing to this gain decrease. In Figures 4.9

and 4.10 it can be seen that the main beam remains well shaped and that first nulls

remain deep. First side lobe levels remain about 3 dB apart, the same as the on-axis

pattern. In the 30 degree scan shown in Figure 4.11, the main beam remains well

shaped, but one of the first nulls is smeared out by the first side lobe. This can be

expected since the feed was not refocused as in [2] and [6]. It should be noted that

a lens that is not refocused will exhibit a pattern that becomes progressively more

defocused as the feed is moved away from the focal point. The result is a pattern

with filled in pattern nulls and asymmetric side lobes. Also with the feed moved

to the 30 degree position, the feed horn was getting close to the shroud wall, which

may be interfering somewhat with the pattern. It, will be seen later in the H-plane
patterns that this problem was corrected when the shroud was reassembled for the

H-plane cuts.

An on-axis H-plane pattern cut is shown in Figure 4.12. Here it is seen that

the main beam is well shaped, the first nulls are deep. and the first side lobes

are symmetric. Note also that the HPBW is about 5.2 degrees which, as already
mentioned, was expected for an array of this size. Overall, the beam is better focused

than in the E-plane. First side lobes are however higher than expected and far out

nulls and side lobes, are filled in and smeared. It is not known for sure what is

causing the high side lobes. Some possibilities are: 1) a non-uniformly illuminated

array, resulting f'om incorrect phasing/weighting to the array elements, and 2) stray

radiation frIom sources other than antenna elements (such as slot couplers or open-

ended microstrip lines). Further testing would be required to isolate if the cause

of the higher side lobes were from stray radiation from slot couplers, open-ended

microstrip lines or the incorrect phasing of antenna elements. H-plane patterns of
the previous lens design are shown in Figure 4.13 for direct comparison.

1-plane patterns for the lens scanned to 10, 20 and 30 degrees are shown in
Figures 4.14. 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. For all scan angles. the main beam remains
well formed and the first nulls remain deep. Side lobe levels do 'lot seem to follow

any particular pattern as the beam is scanned. On-axis. the side lobes are fairly even

and symmetric. The side lobes then become uneven and asyninietric at the 10 and

20 degree scans and are then again even and symmetric at the 30 degree scan. Again
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there is a gain decrease as the beam is scanned. Also note that the degradation seen

in Figure 4.11, which was thought to be caused by the shroud, is not present in the

30 degree scan since the shroud was moved further away from the feed horn for the

H-plane patterns cuts.

4.4.2 Lens Efficiency Lens efficiency was calculated using the following meth-

od. First, a maximum theoretical aperture gain was determined based on a uniformly

illuminated array with the same diameter as the lens. In this case the lens diame-

ter is 15.4 inches. Second, spillover loss was subtracted from this gain value since

spill over energy represents energy that the lens cannot focus. Taper loss is also

subtracted since the lens is not uniformly illuminated. The result of these first few

steps is then the maximum theoretical gain that the lens could achieve if it were

100 percent efficient., The difference between this maximum theoretical gain and the

actual measured gain represents loss in the lens.

Using the above procedure, the maximum theoretical aperture gain is then:

A4 D ,It-(4.12)

or 31.6 dB for a 15.4 inch aperture at 8.0 GHz. Spillover loss was determined by

integrating over the feed horn patterns which are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18.

The feed horn had a 2.125 by" 2.875 inch rectangular aperture with a parabolic shaped

flare to it. To make integration easier, the feed horn patterns were approximated as

a rotationally symmetric cos"0 pattern. The following equations were used in the

calculation of spillover [1]:

oOh

P(apcrt) = 2-r P1(O) sin OdO (4.13)

P(.'pi1I) = 2r P11(O) sin OdO (4.14)

P(spzll) x 100
%(spillouer) = P(aperture) + P(spill) (4.15)

where ,Oh is the angle subtended from the lens axis to the edge of the aperture with

its vertex at, tie focal point. The result of this calculation was a spillover loss of 6.0
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oR(adia! ,Distane We1ight

center 1.000
0-0.74 0.994

0.75-1.48 0.978
1.47-2.21 0.950
2.22-2.96 0.914
2.97-3.70 0.869
3.71-4.44 0.818
4.45-5.22 0.795

Table 4.2. Array Element W-eighting

Taper loss was determnred by plotting the array pattern for a 199 element

weighted planar array and noting the decrease in gain as compared with that of

a uniformly illuminated array. A 0.74A0 spacing was used in the array. Table 4.2

shows the weighting of each element according to radial distance from the center of

the array in free space wavelengths.

The result was a 0.S dyD taper loss. Maximum theoretical gain for the lens

is (lhen 2-1.8 d113. Actual measured gaini for the lenis wvas 22.3 dB. Therefore. the

lens has 2-5 (11 of loss associatedl with it. which yids an overall lens efficiencv of 56

percent. Since it is known fromi the insertion los-, measurement.s of C'hapter 3 that the

maximum insertion loss through the slot coupler and ruicrost rip line is less than 1.6

dB-. there must be at least 0.91 dBi of surface reflection in the lens. Surface reflection

is, a result of microwave energy being reflected at the 1,. ns/free space boundary. In

fut tire lents designs. the reducti)on of surface reflection should be one means exp~loredl

to furt her improve lenls efficieiicv.

A lens efficiency of .56 percent Is a substantial increase over the previous lens

desigiis [21. [61 which had efficiencies i t he ratige of 1-5-:31 percent. Two major fact ors

accotuit for the Imp~roved efficiency. First. a low-loss substrate wvas used instead of

the lossy epoxy- fi berglass Material used in [21. [6]. The result is reduced attenuation

in the nuicrostrip transinission lines. Second. an improved feedthrough slot coupler

design resulted in less reflected energy at the microstrip-slot--microstrip transition

poitt
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4.5 Conclusion

A lightweight, planar microwave lens was successfully designed, fabricated and
tested. Testing of the lens demonstrated that the lens could scan a beam out to ±30
degrees in both the azimuth and elevation planes with acceptable pattern degra-

dation. Lens patterns were then compared to previous lens designs where it was
determined that the new lens architecture resulted in improved pattern cuts. It is

felt that the improved patterns were due primarily to the reduction of stray radi-

ation emanating from the feedthrough points and less interference between patch

antennas, slot couplers, and microstrip lines.

Overall lens efficiency was demonstrated to be 56 percent. This is a 25 per-
celt increase over previous planar lens designs. Two major factors account for the

improved efficiency. First, a low-loss substrate was used which reduced the atten-

uation in the microstrip transmission lines. Second. an improved feedthrough slot
coupler design resulted in less reflected energy at the microstrip-slot-microstrip tran-

sit ion point. Future lens designs may be able to achieve even higher lens efficiencies
through the reduction of surface reflections which accounted for at least 0.9 dB of

t he loss in the lens.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

A lightweight, planar microwave lens was successfully designed, fabricated,

and tested. An 8.0 GHz, ten wavelength lens was only 0.1 inch thick and weighed

less than 4 pounds. The lens should find many applications where a ieduction in

weight is of prime importance. It was demonstrated that the lens could scan a beam

over a ±30 degree region in both the azimuth and elevation planes with acceptable

pattern degradation. Overall, lens efficiency was measured at 56 percent. This is

a 25 percent improvement over previous lens designs. Two factors contributed to

,he improvd efficiency. The first factor was an improved slot coupler design. By

reducing the reflections at the microstrip-slot-microstrip transition, more energy is

being coupled to the second microstrip line, resulting in higher efficiency and less

stray radiation from the feedthrough point, The second factor was the use of a

low-loss dielectric substrate material in lens fabrication. Using a low-loss substrate

resulted in reduced attenuation in the microstrip line. It was determined that surface

reflection accounted for at least 0.9 dB of the loss in the lens.

A new lens architecture was used in this thesis in which aperture- and feed-side

antenna elements were located diagonal to each other. The result was a layout in

which lens elements such as patch antennas, slot couplers and microstrip lines were

not spaced as closely together on the substrate as in previous lens designs. When

these d]ements are placed close together, as in previous designs, interference takes

place and a degradation in radiation pattern results. A notable improvement in beam

quality was evident with the new architecture as a result of the increased spacing.

This is the first time that a model for the microstrip-slot-microstrip transitiov

has been docuniented. The model worked well for some slot coul)lers that were

fabricated but was off by as much as 1.9 dB on one other slot coupler that was

tested. It was concluded that the model should be used in base line designs only

until a better modcl is found Measurements on the slot couplers suggest that a slot

with an electrical length of 0.400A, - 0.440A, seems to be the optimum choice in

terms of insertion loss for a microstrip-slot-microstrip transition.
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5.2 Recommendations

A better model for the microstrip-slot-microstrip transition is needed. Loss in

the slot coupler could be reduced with either a better slot coupler model or second

iteration prototype testing

Future lens designs should take into account surface reflections as one means
to achieve a higher lens efficiency. This can be accomplished by actively matching

the patch antennas in an array environment.

Further testing of the lens would be required to determine if the higher sidelobes

observed in the radiation patterns were caused by incorrect phasing to the aperture

antenna elements or stray radiation emanating from slot couplers and open-ended

microstrip lines.
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Appendix A.

This appendix contains the insertion loss measurements from the prototype

slot couplers fabricated in Chapter 3.
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